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Rebel Walls creates the perfect backdrop for the home
Parisian facades, architectural drawings and Scandinavian wooden details. Swedish Rebel Walls have with exquisite
flair created a wallpaper collection that easily and effectively renews the home and provides great rooms with attitude.
The collection Frontage contains handpicked surfaces from different parts of the world and create scenographic walls
for the home. Inspiration comes from different environments; French boulevards and exclusive antique shops to raw
industrial facilities and urban city feeling. All perfect for both Heirloom aparataments and modern accommodation.
- Rebel Walls wants to help its customers in the difficult choosing process of wallpaper, says Irene Gimmersta, marketing manager and owner. The customer can feel confident that Rebel Walls design team has selected the best
environments, surfaces and colors. Maybe you want to have a bit of the popular industrial trend at home but not willing,
or can afford to tile a whole wall. Then our wallpapers a great and easy way to renew.
The collection Frontage (”facade”) is all about structure, surface and patina. The wallpapers can be tailored to the
customer requirements both in measurement and design.
- We see a growing need for unique wallpaper designs and are often asked to create wallpaper designs with a specific
design and color. With the collection Frontage we hope to help a broader audience to find their favorite wallpaper,
explains owner couple Irene and Christopher, the third generation in the family wallpaper Gimmersta .

Facts about Rebel Walls AB

Rebel Walls is a Swedish wallpaper company with its own design studio and production in Borås. The company offers
a wide assortment of designer wallpaper and the ability to create your own designs online. The range is based on a
free collection structure and always offers the latest in wallpaper design. Rebel Walls is part of the Gimmersta Group
together with Sandberg Fabrics & Wallpaper, Decor Maison, Bjorklund & Wingqvist, Wallpaper Terminal and Tapet.se.
Rebel Walls has an eco-friendly production in terms of waste and energy consumption.
For further information contact Irene Gimmersta on irene@rebelwalls.com and see our collektionsbok here.
High-resolution interior photos can be downloaded here.
Get the latest news and a look behind the scenes, follow us on:
Facebook
Instagram
Pinterest
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